DESIGN

Ingeny’s home automation and smart building solutions are designed to make life easier by bringing
together familiar technology systems in perfect harmony. We work closely with our clients to understand
their vision, expectations and personal tastes, so we can design individually-tailored solutions that meet
their precise entertainment, communications, comfort and security preferences.
Ingeny can deliver high quality design solutions for retrofit and new build developments covering all types
of residential properties from individual homes to single conversions and large multi-block sites.
We provide a fully documented system design including
scope of works, specifications, schematic plan, elevations
and 3D visualisations using AutoCAD and Sketchup. In
addition, complete electrical design schemes enable
contractors to have a detailed understanding of a project’s
technical requirements, with documented cable structure,
and access the necessary information to accurately cost
the required works as part of the tender process.



Consultative design approach



Accurate and scaled drawings



Documented cable structure



Efficient project management and delivery



Complete financial breakdown

The integrated home automation systems we design enable
our clients to easily understand system performance,
manage budgets and possess the adaptability and flexibility
to adopt future technology innovations.

proven expertise

design and creativity
Our in-house team creates a comprehensive design
scheme in consultation with property developers,
architects, interior designers and home owners. This
collaborative approach ensures accurate and scaled
drawings, fully compatible with architectural CAD, which will
help achieve unrivalled project delivery and results in line
with exact requirements.

Ingeny is a division of security systems and building
automation integrator Interphone, a company with over 50
years of experience in designing, installing and maintaining
electronic control technology in residential properties. This
unique background makes Ingeny best-placed to understand
the precise home automation needs of clients, enabling it
to create complete and joined-up solutions using
longstanding and proven design and consultation expertise.
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